Students are introduced to Pharmacy Technology

Sullivan University’s Pharmacy Technician diploma program is the only pharmacy technician program in the Commonwealth associated with a College of Pharmacy to begin.

Pharmacy Technicians master a host of general pharmacy applications such as prescription filling and materials management, as well as skills such as sterile compounding and customer service to become well-rounded, knowledgeable professionals. Sullivan’s Pharmacy Technician students learn about the role of the pharmacy technician in various pharmacy practice settings such as hospital and retail pharmacy under the supervision of a registered pharmacist. They study key areas of focus such as pharmaceutical calculations, pharmacy law and ethics. They also learn about the relationship between drugs, organ systems, disease states, and prescription processing and distribution. As part of the PHT 101 curriculum students also learn about the history of complementary and alternative medicine. Treatments include, but are not limited to, herbal remedies, acupuncture, acupressure, massage, and biofeedback.

"I have learned quite a bit in this class... in our shadowing events we go to different establishments in the pharmacy field from different perspectives.” TAYNA BROWN Pharmacy Technician

"I believe all students can learn and achieve at a high level... I read somewhere that “kids won’t care how much we know until they know how much we care.” I hope my students know how much I care.” MILOS SPALDING, M.A., CPTP, Director, Pharmacy Technician Program.

"I leave Sullivan because they provided the Pharmacy Technician program. I was afforded the program structure, faculty in my field of interest, relevant information and the most...” BARRY WHITWORTH Pharmacy Technician

"She’s the best!” JOHNNY BROWN Pharmacy Technician

"I felt Sullivan was where my skills. Mrs. Preston did not feel I was a failure and I needed new leadership, operations, human resources, competitive environment. Topics dis...

Professors providing investment information

Dr. Randy Nichols’ MGT 404 Management in Decision Making class covered decision making relating to investments. During the week, Amanda Smith, manager of National City Bank and her staff, Steven Wollughby and Julie Tucker, visited with the students to discuss the various investment products that are available and how and why banks, business and people make investment decisions as they do. The speakers also gave insight regarding the working for the National in Banking System. The speakers were well received by the class on both days they presented.

"I chose Sullivan for the variety of curriculums, round school and small class sizes. The benefits which have allowed me to change my major to Finance without having to retake basic classes...” CHRISTOPHER JAIQUIN, Finance.

"I have learned from this class and am applying it in my personal life and at work with the Storrow’s Coffee Co. I have applied with only four classes I have taken...” MELVIN VOWELS Justice & Public Safety Administration.

"My experience in over 34 years of business relations reinforces the need for training and understanding of conflict resolution in order to continue to build successful organizations and make our relationships more meaningful and ‘peaceful.’ I think this course and all of Sullivan’s courses offer students the possibility to enhance their education and ability to deal with people from all walks of life. This added knowledge could help them be a better co-worker, manager, and leader.” PROFESSOR FOREST GUST.